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Possible Areas to be Considered

• Adapted from MECHS-I (Dec. 2017) Discussion
– Biomedical field

– Wind and Coastal Engineering

– Fluid-structure interaction 

– Soil structure interaction 

– Progressive collapse of structural systems

– Aerospace and mechanical engineering field



Fluid Related Hazard Engineering
• Wind (aero) Engineering and Costal (Tsunami) 

Engineering
– Complex physics (dynamics + interactions) demands 

expensive computational modeling
• PDEs

– Conservation of mass
– Conservation of momentum
– …

• BCs
– Kinematic BC
– Dynamic BC



Fluid Related Hazard Engineering
• Possible solutions
– Realize complex physics in real-time
• PDEs (CFD is expensive)

– Physical approach: e.g., high-fidelity simplification (certain wave 
problems)

– Cyber approach: e.g., high-performance (parallel) computing 
techniques

• BCs
– BCs within numerical (cyber) domain: considered by the above 

PDE solver
– BCs at the numerical-physical interface: i) discretization of 

continuous BC and ii) coordination of (discretized) MDOFs



Fluid Related Hazard Engineering
• Questions
– What is your goal by considering RTHS?

• Understand physics at a larger-scale
• Understand physics at system-level rather than component-level

– Any reasonable assumptions can help to simplify fluid 
related hazard engineering problems?
• PDEs (maybe certain PDEs can be further simplified given a 

particular problem setting)
• BCs (maybe certain BCs can be relaxed for a particular type of 

problems)
– How much error brought by RTHS you can tolerate?

• RTHS can only be as accurate as the numerical component
– Other error sources: time lag and boundary condition

• Trade off between the error from RTHS v.s. the error produced by 
scaled dynamic tests 
– How much error is produced by scaled wind-tunnel or flume tank tests?



Statement of Interest—Goal 
• Identify one or one set of problems that can be 

the first target for fluid related hazard 
engineering problem
– Complex enough to represent the physics for similar 

problems
– Simple enough that can be feasible for RTHS
– Something can be verified at a reasonable cost

Thank you!


